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Item 4 - EOV & ECV 
requirement setting

1. EOV and ECVs framework 
revisited

2. New EOVs/ECVs (before/after 
lunch)

3. WMO Rolling Review of 
Requirements (after lunch)



Boundary SystemsEOV framework revisited
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the talk of ArturGOOS SC 8At GOOS SC-8, it was agreed to establish a Task Team on EOVs, specifically to improve the transparency of the process for establishing EOVs and requirements. Specifically, the TT was to develop a set of guidelines that all three panels could use in evaluating newly proposed EOVs or in responding to queries about EOVs. At present, the GOOS web indicates that EOV specifications are defined by the GOOS Expert Panels, but no further information is available about how the requirements are set or how they are reviewed. Several issues require deliberation, consultation, and guidance at a higher level than what is possible through an ad hoc effort among the GOOS and Panel secretariats. �The Task Team was also asked by SC-8 to write a paper for publication that would explain EOVs to the larger scientific community. The secretariat focal point for this activity is Artur Palacz at the IOCCP office, with Bernadette Sloyan (OOPC) and Kim Currie (IOCCP) serving as lead authors. GOOS SC 9The EOV paper, ‘The Global Ocean Observing System Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs)’, should be relaunched with an expanded list of co-authors (particularly considering that the OOPC secretariat and Bio/Eco secretariat have new members) and with some new consideration about the message and audience, focusing strongly on explaining the value of the EOV concept in developing an observing system and how this differs from (but also supports) justification of measurements essential for research purposes. The SC further recommends that a simplified version of the paper should be developed for the GOOS web and general audiences.�A Task Team composed of relevant experts on the SC, the Panel chairs, and experts from OO19 Community White Papers that addressed EOVs and the Framework should be developed to establish guidance on the EOV process (with ToRs to be developed more fully based on CWP and consultations) such as : Who decides what is an EOV, what is relevant, feasible, and cost-effective? Using what criteria? Are the criteria the same for all the panels? Once a panel sets its requirements, are the requirements reviewed for consistency across the panels? By whom? What is the mechanism for proposing new EOVs?Who decides on the EOV measurement requirements? Are all timescales and stakeholders consulted / considered?How are EOVs used to review the status of observing system development or needs for new / better technology? (see also Evaluation and System Review Task Team).How are stakeholders consulted about their needs for EOVs and EOV reviews? (Needs of funding / implementing agencies?) What level of coordination or harmonization is needed between EOVs and ECVs, EBVs and WMO OSCAR RRRs ? What is the purpose, what is the mechanism, who are the stakeholders who need cross-referenced Vs ? Who should undertake those harmonization exercises? How often? Do EOVs have to have global coverage to have global impact? Are there phenomena for climate impact / adaptation / mitigation / restoration that might not be global but are relevant, feasible, and cost-effect as parts of a sustained observing system?�The SC further recommends that resources be found for at least one meeting of the Task Team and to identify a member of the GOOS Secretariat (staff or consultant hired for this project) who, along with the Task Team lead, will be responsible for timely delivery of the report. Resulting actions�Task Team on EOVs [SO 5]The Task Team should address (inter alia):What are the criteria for EOVs? What is the process for reviewing and adding new EOVs?Who is currently using EOVs / ECVs and for what purpose? Is the current design of the EOVs / ECVs fit for purpose?How are EOVs used to review the status of observing system development or needs for new / better technology?How are stakeholders consulted about their needs for EOVs and EOV reviews? (Needs of funding / implementing agencies?),Taking into account the discussions at SC-9 online meeting.The EOV paper, ‘The Global Ocean Observing System Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs)’, should be relaunched with an expanded list of co-authors (particularly considering that the OOPC secretariat and Bio/Eco secretariat have new members) and with some new consideration about the message and audience, focusing strongly on explaining the value of the EOV concept in developing an observing system and how this differs from (but also supports) justification of measurements essential for research purposes. A simplified version of the paper should be developed for the GOOS web and general audiences.



The process is not 
transparent 

• Criteria are clear, but the 
assessment process isn’t

The relationship with 
other EV frameworks 
needs to be clarified
• E.g. overlap and duplication with 

GCOS ECV framework

Ocean communities inside
and outside GOOS are 
proposing new variables –
OO19
• Can GOOS EOV framework

incorporate them all?
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10 year of EOV framework: successful but…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are a basic element of the Framework of Ocean Observing (FOO) and they have proven useful as a mechanism to focus resources on certain variables regardless of the platform or technique used to measure them. HOWEVERThe FOO indicated that GOOS expert panels are responsible for identifying and setting requirements for EOVs. But the process has not been formalised, it is not transparent and lacks guidelines that can be used when evaluating newly proposed EOVs or responding to queriesOther essential variables frameworks and indicator frameworks have developed in parallel and present complementarities, synergies and overlaps with the EOVs. Delimiting and understanding those areas of intersection is needed to avoid confusion and duplication of work.The community gathered at OceanObs’19 conference and multiple Community White Papers showed that the EOV concept has been enthusiastically embraced and used for a wide range of applications, but also reflected its limitations in terms of meeting the needs of ocean observing communities. GOOS needs to consider how the current EOV framework must evolve to better respond to those needsMore generally, in 2019 GOOS Steering Committee suggested that it would be beneficial to have a publication to explain the EOVs to the larger scientific community



Boundary SystemsECV framework revisited

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rationalising ECV Following the publication of the 2016 GCOS Implementation Plan one criticism was that there are too many ECVs – why are they all needed?  Currently there are 54 ECVs, however, many of these are for parameters or related parameters differing only by where they are measured. Furthermore, there are hundreds of products to be considered. Combining some of these ECVs into a single ECV could, potentially, halve the number of ECVs. The ECVs products would remain but be allocated differently.Each new ECV would not be sole purview of a single panel, rather panels would look after individual ECV products. The SC in 2021 decided the following: DECISION Dec.29/1 The Steering Committee agreed to work towards presenting the ECV in this rationalized, with similar ECV Products grouped together under one ECV. 



There are too many 
variables
• Do we need different 

ECVs for different 
domains?

Lack of coherence:
• what is a product?
• accuracy vs. stability
• Specific domain terms

“Climate applications” is
too broad, and greater
granularity is needed…
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15 year of ECV framework: successful but…

DOMAIN ECV ECV PRODUCT 

Atmosphere Surface Radiation Budget Upward Long-Wave Irradiance at 
Earth Surface  

Atmosphere Surface Radiation Budget Downward Long-Wave Irradiance 
at Earth Surface  

Atmosphere Surface Radiation Budget Downward Short-Wave 
Irradiance at Earth Surface 

Ocean Ocean Surface Heat Flux Latent Heat Flux  
Ocean Ocean Surface Heat Flux Sensible Heat Flux 
Ocean Ocean Surface Heat Flux Radiative Heat Flux 

Terrestrial Evaporation from Land Latent Heat Flux 
Terrestrial Evaporation from Land Sensible Heat Flux 
Terrestrial Evaporation from Land Bare Soil Evaporation 
Terrestrial Evaporation from Land Interception Loss 
Terrestrial Evaporation from Land Transpiration 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are a basic element of the Framework of Ocean Observing (FOO) and they have proven useful as a mechanism to focus resources on certain variables regardless of the platform or technique used to measure them. HOWEVERThe FOO indicated that GOOS expert panels are responsible for identifying and setting requirements for EOVs. But the process has not been formalised, it is not transparent and lacks guidelines that can be used when evaluating newly proposed EOVs or responding to queriesOther essential variables frameworks and indicator frameworks have developed in parallel and present complementarities, synergies and overlaps with the EOVs. Delimiting and understanding those areas of intersection is needed to avoid confusion and duplication of work.The community gathered at OceanObs’19 conference and multiple Community White Papers showed that the EOV concept has been enthusiastically embraced and used for a wide range of applications, but also reflected its limitations in terms of meeting the needs of ocean observing communities. GOOS needs to consider how the current EOV framework must evolve to better respond to those needsMore generally, in 2019 GOOS Steering Committee suggested that it would be beneficial to have a publication to explain the EOVs to the larger scientific community



What’s wrong?



Boundary SystemsAre we missing something? Extra variables

• Are we “too shallow”?  presentations from DOOS
• Are we “too global”? Regions need other set of 

variables. We are not considering coastal processes
• Should some products become ECVs/EOVs

presentations from Sea Ice
• Do all ocean ECVs need to be EOVs and vicecersa?



Boundary SystemsRationalization and Homogeneization

• Does it make sense to talk about currents and 
temperature at different depths and consider them 
different variables?

• Should we work towards more harmonization with the 
other panels? Similar vocabulary, units… 



Boundary SystemsNew specification sheets - EOVs



Boundary SystemsNew specification sheets - ECVs

Year 2016



Boundary SystemsNew specification sheets - ECVs

Just released



Boundary SystemsNew specification sheets – allowing for reporting EOV and ECV



Boundary SystemsNew specification sheets - ECVs

ECVs GCOS AOPC OOPC TOPC
55 ECVs 16 19

(11, 6, 2)
20

174 ECV products 75 44 
(20, 15, 

8)

55
EOVs GOOS OOPC BGC BioEco cross
31 ECVs 11 8 10 3

~ 20 subvariables 20 20 20
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